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B.Ed. Programme - PART-A: GENERAL ENGLISH 

Model Question Paper 

 

Total Marks: 75                                                                                                    Time: 75 Mins 

 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS 

 

General English (50 marks) 

Section A 

 

Choose the correct alternative out of the following 

1. The master dispensed ___________ the services of his patient 

a) Up    b) with     c) from    d) off     e) none 

2. Many aspire _________ greatness but few attain it. 

a) To    b) for    c) off     d) with    e) none 

3. He ________ asleep while he was driving 

a) Falls     b) fell    c) has fallen    d) had fallen    e) had been falling 

4. We have test papers on ______ days 

a) Alternate    b) alternative    c) alternating    d)every    e) no 

5. Dispose off your books and try to solve the puzzle _______ pondering _________ it. 

a) By , above     b) from, at     c) by, over     d) on, in    e) in, on 

6. They demanded that he _______ immediately 

a) Resign    b) will resign    c) would resign    d) shall resign    e) could resign 

7. They saw a ________ of lions in the forest. 

a) Herd    b) Pack     c) pride    d) crowd     e) bunch 

8. “Sweets are uses of adversity” Which of the following words is the antonym of the word 

adversity. 

a) Prosperity    b) property    c) promiscuity     d) probability     e) pride 

Identify errors in the following sentences 

9. Keep it   Strictly confidential     between      you and me                   no error 

A                  B                           C                  D                                 E 

10. My father   mistook    his brother      to be him                   no error 

A                 B                 C                 D                                E 

 

…. 
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PART-B: SITUATION ANALYSIS  

 

Marks: 25                                                                                          TIME: 25 Mins 

 

The purpose of this sub test is to assess the candidate’s ability to analyze a given situation with 

all its implications and, her capacity to respond to different problems and values issues raised. 

 

Model Questions 

1. One student is found to be late to class every day. How do you respond to this problem as 

a teacher? 

2. In the exam hall, you find your friend copying, what will you do in this situation? 

 

… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


